Background-Treatment approaches for major depressive disorder (MDD) result in approximately one-third of patients achieving remission after a first treatment. Added treatment generally improves remission rates, but approximately one-third of all patients fail to respond after several treatments (sequential monotherapies or combined treatment). A pretreatment biomarker could help identify these patients. Over activity of the subcallosal cingulate has been associated with treatment non-response in MDD, and it is a potential candidate for such a biomarker.
INTRODUCTION
After more than 40 years of research on treatment outcomes in major depressive disorder, current standards for treatment selection remain imprecise and non-personalized. This has significant clinical repercussions as published remission rates are consistently less than 40% in depressed patients treated with first-line monotherapies such as antidepressant medications (e.g., SSRIs -serotonin reuptake inhibitors) or evidence-based psychotherapies (e.g., CBT-cognitive behavior therapy, IPT-interpersonal therapy) (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) . After an initial treatment failure, subsequent steps generally involve switching between or combining firstline treatments. Common second-step treatment strategies include moving between psychotherapy and antidepressant medication, switching between antidepressant medications, or augmenting antidepressant medication treatment with psychotherapy or a second medication. However, such strategies result in additional remission rates of only 15-20% (5; 7-9) . Critically, the lack of response to initial treatments increases the vulnerability of non-remitting patients to ongoing suicidal ideation, social dysfunction, and treatment dropout (10) .
Initial choice of treatment for MDD is typically based on the judgment of the mental health professional delivering the intervention, patient preference, consideration of potential side effects, and drug interactions. Treatment guidelines have suggested that severity of the disorder should guide the choice of intervention, with antidepressant medications or the combination of medications and CBT as the first-line treatment for severely depressed patients (3; 11) ; however, data to support this recommendation are limited and inconsistent (12) .
This lack of evidence-based guidance for optimizing treatment for depression has encouraged clinical researchers to evaluate various predictive markers that could be applied at the level of the individual patient. Toward such a "stratified medicine" approach, numerous strategies have been tested, including clinical (13) , imaging (14) (15) (16) (17) , genetic (18; 19) , electroencephalographic (20) and immune-related metrics (21) . Many of these focus on a single treatment, however, and can only identify factors predicting good or poor outcome to one treatment modality. Such predictors of single treatment response have limited clinical application since the key clinical decision is to pick which of several treatment modalities is likely to be most successful for a given patient. Addressing this issue, our group recently reported that metabolic activity in the right anterior insula (among several identified candidates measured using flurodeoxyglucose positron emission tomography, FDG PET), best predicted differential remission and non-response to randomized initial treatment with either an antidepressant medication (escitalopram) or CBT (22) . However, a more complex combination of regional patterns may be needed to fully characterize patients who require alternative treatments or who may be treatment resistant.
The next step from this dataset was therefore to examine potential predictors of patients who are unlikely to show meaningful improvement to either of these first-line treatments. Defining neural activity patterns predictive of failure to both a standard antidepressant medication and an evidence-based course of psychotherapy could help "fast-track" such patients to alternative treatments, partially circumventing the protracted trial-and-error process of current clinical care. Toward these goals, we examined regional cerebral glucose metabolism that characterized non-response to two MDD recommended treatments: evidence-based psychotherapy (P) and a selective serotonin reuptake inhibitor (SSRI) (1). These P+SSRI treatment non-responders are defined as those patients who fail to respond over 6 months of treatment; the first 3 months randomized to either CBT or escitalopram (sCIT), the second 3 months receiving combined sCIT + CBT.
Based on previous investigations of treatment failure in major depression (16; 23-25) , we hypothesized that P+SSRI treatment non-responders would show increased pre-treatment subcallosal cingulate (SCC) metabolism as indexed by FDG-PET. Previous studies have shown hyperactivity in the SCC at baseline in patients who fail to respond to various treatments (16) , especially among those patients who have already failed at least one treatment (23) (24) (25) . Many of the prior studies included patients on active treatment or patients who previously demonstrated treatment resistance. We explored the pretreatment neural patterns associated with non-response in depressed patients following randomized, controlled, stepwise treatment with two antidepressant interventions with different presumed mechanisms of action.
METHODS AND MATERIALS

Participants
Study enrollment has been previously described (22; 26) . Briefly, a primary diagnosis of MDD was assessed by the Structural Clinical Interview for DSM-IV Axis I Disorders (SCID-I) (27) and confirmed through psychiatric evaluation by a study psychiatrist. The Mood and Anxiety Disorders Program at Emory University recruited adult outpatients (ages 18 to 60) through clinician referrals and advertisement. Patient severity was defined by the Hamilton Depression Rating Scale (HDRS) (28) ; cutoffs for inclusions were a 17-item score ≥18 at screening and ≥15 at the baseline randomization visit. Exclusion criteria included: a non-MDD primary psychiatric condition; a medical or neurological condition potentially contributing to depression or interfering with response to treatment; psychotic features; current suicidal ideation requiring urgent clinical intervention; current substance abuse (past 3 months) or dependence (past 12 months); current obsessive compulsive disorder or eating disorder; current or intended pregnancy or breastfeeding; current treatment with antidepressant medication; or receipt of electroconvulsive therapy within six months of the screening visit. Additional exclusion criteria included lifetime history of failure to respond to adequate treatment with the treatments offered in the current study (minimum 4 sessions CBT; minimum 10 mg/day escitalopram for 6 weeks).
Written informed consent was obtained from all participants with the protocol conducted as approved by the Emory Institutional Review Board and as registered at clinicaltrials.gov (NCT00367341). For interpretation of identified differences in regional metabolism, a comparison group of 24 healthy volunteers were similarly screened with the additional exclusion criterion of no current or past MDD.
Treatment Protocol
Treatment consisted of two phases: monotherapy treatment (Phase 1) followed by combination treatment (Phase 2) ( Figure 1 ) (22) . In Phase 1, patients were randomly assigned (1:1) to receive 12 weeks of either escitalopram (sCIT) or manual-based, depression-focused cognitive behavior therapy (CBT). PET and MRI scans were acquired prior to treatment randomization. Patients were then randomized to sCIT or CBT if they continued to meet eligibility criteria. sCIT was started at 10 mg/day and increased to 20 mg/day at/after week 3 if the patient was not in remission and was tolerating the medication. If side effects were intolerable at the higher dose, dosage could be reduced to 10 mg/d. Sixteen CBT sessions were scheduled, twice weekly for the first 4 weeks and weekly for the subsequent 8 weeks. Raters-blinded to treatment group-assessed changes in symptom severity using the HDRS. Ratings were performed weekly for the first 6 weeks, then biweekly through week 12. Upon completion of their Phase 1 treatment, non-remitting patients (patients with an HDRS >7 at either week 10 or 12) were offered enrollment in Phase 2. Phase 2 treatment included an additional 12 weeks of treatment with combination sCIT+CBT. In Phase 2, patients initially randomized to sCIT continued on their current dosage with CBT sessions added twice weekly for the first 4 weeks, then weekly for the subsequent 8 weeks. Patients initially randomized to CBT received 3 booster sessions of CBT at monthly intervals, and sCIT was added, dosed as in Phase 1. Raters assessed changes in symptom severity using the HDRS: weekly for the first 6 weeks of phase 2, then biweekly until week 24.
Clinical Metrics
Clinical outcomes were defined using the HDRS with remission as the target endpoint. An HDRS score ≤7 at both weeks 10 and 12 of treatment defined Phase 1 remission. Similarly, Phase 2 remission was defined as an HDRS score ≤7 at both weeks 22 and 24 of treatment. Patients remitting at the end of Phase 1 or Phase 2 treatments were included in the 'remitter' group. P+SSRI non-response was defined by an HDRS change of <50% from baseline to the end of Phase 2 (week 24). To avoid potential dilution of either the remission or P+SSRI non-response groups, dropouts and patients who achieved response but not remission (change in HDRS ≥50% but with an HDRS score >7) by the end of Phase 2 were not included in these main outcome groups, but were examined post-hoc. Other clinical measures included: Beck Depression Inventory (BDI) (29), Hamilton Anxiety Scale (HAMA) (30) , age, gender, age of MDD onset, duration of the current episode, number of previous episodes, previous treatment, MDD type, family history of mood disorder, education, marital status, race, employment status, and Childhood Trauma Questionnaire (31) . T-tests were performed to compare P+SSRI non-responders to remitters on these variables as well as comorbid psychiatric disorders (current anxiety disorder, lifetime PTSD, and lifetime substance abuse) independent of the primary imaging analyses described below.
Imaging Acquisition
Prior to treatment randomization, brain glucose metabolism was measured using standard positron emission tomography (PET) methods (Siemens HRRT, Nashville, TN) as previously described (22) . A 10mCi dose of 2-[18F]-fluoro-2-deoxy-D-glucose (FDG) was administered intravenously for each scan. A 40-minute uptake period where patients remained supine, awake, and resting with eyes closed and ears uncovered was followed by a 20-minute 3-D image acquisition without arterial blood sampling. During FDG uptake, patients were given no explicit cognitive instructions but were asked to avoid ruminating on any one topic. Raw emission images were corrected for injected dose and attenuation (using Cs-137, 6 minute transmission scan), reconstructed, and smoothed to an in-plane resolution of 4.0 mm. For image preprocessing procedures and anatomical reference, a high-resolution T1-weighted structural magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scan was separately acquired (Siemens Tim Trio 3T whole body scanner, 3D MP-RAGE optimized at TE/TR=5/35, matrix=256×208×196, 1mm isotropic resolution). Healthy control data were acquired using identical methods.
Image Preprocessing
FDG-PET images were attenuation corrected (32) . Each individual's FDG-PET scan was then co-registered with their T1-weighted MRI anatomical image using a six degree of freedom linear transform. Co-registered FDG-PET images were written into standard space using a non-linear transform calculated from the T1-weighted image and smoothed with an 8mm FWHM Gaussian kernel (DARTEL,(33) SPM8; Welcome Department of Imaging Neuroscience, London, England; http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/). Four patients were missing anatomical scans and were alternatively normalized using a study specific FDGtemplate, then smoothed to match the DARTEL normalized images. All spatially normalized images were corrected for differences in whole brain global mean activity (34) . Relative glucose metabolic rates were used for all analyses.
Image Analysis
A priori region of interest analysis: subcallosal cingulate (SCC)-Based on the anatomical variability of the SCC in published reports of this region (variously incorporating Brodmann Areas 25,24,32) (16; 23-25), the entire subcallosal cingulate was surveyed using small volume correction methods (http://afni.nimh.nih.gov/pub/dist/doc/program_help/ 3dClustSim.html). The subcallosal cingulate volume was defined using FSL's HarvardOxford atlas (35) , SCC thresholded at 50% probability ( Figure 2 ) centered on MNI coordinates -x=3, y=−17, z=10. Within this bilateral subcallosal cingulate volume, the P +SSRI non-response and remitter groups were contrasted using a voxel-wise t-test. Results were considered statistically significant at a family-wise error (FWE) corrected p< 0.05 (p < 0.005 uncorrected, small volume cluster size 0.14 mL).
Whole Brain Analysis-To probe other regions predictive of non-response to combined treatment, a whole-brain voxel-wise t-test was performed using the same P+SSRI nonresponse and remitter groups. Resulting clusters were considered statistically significant at a FWE corrected p< 0.05 (p < 0.001 uncorrected, cluster size 2.3 mL). Average metabolism was extracted in statistically significant regions of interest and post-hoc tests were performed.
Remitter by Phase, Remitter by Treatment Follow-up Analyses-The remitter group included all patients remitting to Phase 1 monotherapy treatment or Phase 2 combination treatment. To ensure that findings attributed to differences between P+SSRI non-responder and remitter groups were not due to systematic differences within the remitter group, two additional post-hoc t-tests were performed on all statistically significant regions. First, Phase 1 and Phase 2 remitters were compared to test for bias from different numbers of treatments (monotherapy vs. combination treatment). Second, to test for treatment specific effects, Phase 1 CBT monotherapy remitters were compared to Phase 1 sCIT monotherapy remitters.
Effect Size and Correlational Analyses-Effect sizes were calculated from the regions identified in the P+SSRI non-responder vs. remitter contrasts. To evaluate the relationship between regional metabolism and two-treatment outcome, percent change in HDRS from baseline to the Phase 2 endpoint was correlated with metabolism in each extracted region. Patients achieving remission during Phase 1, and those who did not enter or dropped out of Phase 2, were treated for a shorter period of time than Phase 2 completers and received only one treatment. In Phase 1 completers, metabolism was separately correlated with the percent change in HDRS from baseline to week 12 (Phase 1 endpoint). These correlations allow for inclusion of patients with unclear outcomes in addition to those in the P+SSRI non-responder and remitter groups.
Comparisons with healthy controls-To further characterize the nature of identified patient group differences, mean metabolism in regions identified in the P+SSRI nonresponder vs. remitter contrasts was extracted in the healthy control group (N=24,12 male/12 female; age mean±SD= 34.13± 7.74). A 3 group one-way ANOVA was performed, with post-hoc comparisons contrasting each patient group with controls.
RESULTS
Clinical Outcome
Phase 1 clinical outcomes (26) and the corresponding Phase 1 treatment-specific biomarkers (22) were previously reported. To summarize, 82 patients were randomized to treatment, with 42 randomized to CBT, and 40 to sCIT. Sixty-five patients completed Phase 1, sixtythree with baseline FDG-PET scans appropriate for analysis. Phase 1 remission rates were similar for both treatments: CBT: 12/33 (36.3%), sCIT: 12/30 (40.0%) (Figure 1 ). Only 11 of 12 sCIT remitters had usable PET scans. Based on Phase 1 outcomes, 40 patients were offered enrollment in Phase 2. Thirty patients entered Phase 2 with 27 completing 24 weeks of treatment. Of these 27 patients, 12 remitted to combination treatment, 6 achieved clinical response but not remission, and 9 were P+SSRI non-responders. Therefore, the outcome groups analyzed included 36 remitters (35 with usable PET scans) and 9 P+SSRI nonresponders.
Remitter vs. P+SSRI non-responder comparisons of clinical variables
There were no demographic or behavioral differences between the remitter and P+SSRI non-responder groups (Table 1) .
Subcallosal cingulate metabolism t-test results
Relative to the remitter group, significantly higher baseline left subcallosal cingulate (SCC) metabolism was identified in the P+SSRI non-response group (FWE corrected p ≤ 0.05) ( Figure 3A , Table 2 ).
Whole brain T-test of FDG-PET results
Only one region, the right superior temporal sulcus (STS), met FWE corrected statistical significance (p < .05) in the whole brain t-test ( Figure 3B , Table 2 ). Similar to the SCC, the right STS showed relative hypermetabolism in the P+SSRI non-response patients compared with the remitters.
Follow up T-tests between remitter groups
There were no differences in SCC or STS metabolism between Phase 1 and Phase 2 remitters. There were also no metabolic differences in these regions between CBT and sCIT monotherapy remitters; indicating no compound treatment or treatment specific effects on these regions.
Full sample effect sizes and correlations with outcome
Effect sizes are reported in Table 2 . STS showed the largest effect size (1.7 SD); the SCC effect size also exceeded 1 SD. To verify that the regions defined by the P+SSRI nonresponders were applicable to the complete sample and not just the extremes, correlations with percent change in HDRS were performed. We first tested the response in Phase 2 completers (n=27) to determine if the association of brain activity with response was consistent with the ANOVA results. The STS showed a strong correlation of metabolism with percent change in Phase 2 completers (r= 0.655, p<0.0005) while the SCC showed a less strong correlation (r= 0.364, p<0.06) (Figure 4 ).
We also examined both regions for predictive potential in Phase 1 outcome; we limited these correlations to the 36 Phase 1 completers who did not go on to Phase 2. Although there was no significant correlation of percent change in HDRS with STS in this group (r= −0.261, p<0.124), the correlation with SCC was significant (r= 0.422, p<0.01).
Comparisons with healthy controls
The one-way ANOVA of P+SSRI non-responder, remitter, and healthy control groups was significant for the SCC (F 4.767, p< 0.012) and STS (F 16.392 p <0.001) regions. Post-hoc t-tests showed higher SCC metabolism in P+SSRI non-responders compared with healthy controls (p< 0.022) but no difference between remitters and healthy controls (p< 0.854). STS metabolism was higher in P+SSRI non-responders compared to controls (p< 0.001) with remitters showing the opposite pattern; low STS metabolism in remitters compared with healthy controls (p<0.036). Although there was a significant difference in age between the control and patient groups, age did not correlate with SCC or STS metabolism (STS R= −0.087 p<0.388: SCC R=0.079 p< 0.434; N=101 (sample includes 77 patients with usable baseline FDG-PET scans and 24 controls)).
DISCUSSION
This study identified two candidate pretreatment FDG-PET biomarkers that distinguish P +SSRI non-responders from patients who remit to treatment with CBT or sCIT, delivered as monotherapy or in combination. These results extend our previous CBT/escitalopram treatment-selection biomarker work to identify brain states of patients who are potentially inappropriate for either first-line intervention. As hypothesized, baseline subcallosal cingulate (SCC) metabolism was higher in patients who went on to fail both treatments compared to those that remitted to either. Further, SCC activity in P+SSRI non-responders was uniquely increased compared with healthy controls. In the whole brain analysis, relative hypermetabolism was seen in the right superior temporal sulcus of P+SSRI non-responders.
The a priori hypothesis targeting the SCC was based on previous research identifying a relationship between treatment non-response and greater subcallosal cingulate activity, particularly in samples that have already failed at least one treatment (23-25; 36) . Baseline SCC hyperactivity has been reported in eventual non-responders to CBT or venlafaxine (16) in a randomized 16-week monotherapy treatment study. SCC hyperactivity is also present in patients with multiple depression treatment failures, including ECT, compared with controls (23) . This suggests over activity in the SCC is a core characteristic of eventual treatment non-response in depression. Functional connectivity fMRI studies further support over activity of the SCC, showing increased connectivity of the subcallosal cingulate to the resting-state default mode network in recurrently depressed patients with past treatment failures (36) . Lastly, the SCC is a surgical target for deep brain stimulation of treatmentresistant depression, with baseline SCC hyperactivity characterizing this extreme treatment resistant group (23) . Chronic DBS in TRD is associated with a decrease in SCC activity with treatment, a similar change to that seen with successful response to SSRI, SNRI, rTMS, VNS, and ECT (23; 37-42). The resting-state SCC hyperactivity seen here is unique to P +SSRI non-responders, compared with both remitting patients and healthy controls. SCC hyperactivity in P+SSRI non-responders may represent a non-responsive or 'stuck' sad mood state that cannot be modulated by typical first-line interventions (23; 43) .
In addition to the SCC finding, right superior temporal sulcus (STS) showed significant metabolic differences between P+SSRI non-responders and remitters. The STS showed both a larger effect size and stronger correlation with two-treatment outcome suggesting it is a better discriminator of P+SSRI non-response than the hypothesized SCC region. STS and SCC metabolism were not significantly correlated (r = .192 p> 0.095, N=77) suggesting the two measures, while possibly related, are not redundant ( Figure S1 in Supplemental Information). Although a role for the STS in MDD is not strongly established, it has been identified in some fMRI connectivity and structural network studies of MDD, though without definitive interpretations (44; 45) . More generally, the STS and other sites within the lateral temporal lobe are involved in evaluation of emotional valence (46) , prospection (47) , and default mode network activity (48) . Alterations in the default mode network have been identified in MDD (49) as have changes in emotional self-evaluation (50) potentially linking these STS findings to MDD more broadly. We speculate that STS hyperactivity may be related to the over-engagement of the default mode at rest in treatment-resistant MDD, contributing specifically to alterations in how the resting brain contextualizes emotion.
The results presented here contribute to the growing literature on predictors of response to treatments in patients with MDD. Fully integrating the current results with those of previous studies is challenging due to differences in patient samples and research methodology. One notable absence from the whole brain analysis was the rostral anterior cingulate. Rostral anterior cingulate activity has been repeatedly demonstrated to predict depression treatment outcome (51) primarily in studies of a single medication. We failed to identify a rostral anterior cingulate discriminator in the initial whole brain analysis to define CBT-sCIT outcome differences. A post hoc analysis within each treatment did, however, identify a non-significant correlation between rostral anterior cingulate metabolism and treatment outcome in escitalopram treated patients, but not CBT treated patients (22) . This escitalopram specific trend is consistent with published studies demonstrating this same association of activity in Brodmann area 24a (rostral anterior cingulate) with hypermetabolism associated with response and hypometabolism associated with nonresponse to a single pharmacological treatment (17; 39) . None of these published studies used remission as an outcome variable or examined patterns that specifically discriminated across different classes of treatments. However, to further explore this potential relationship, a post-hoc comparison of P+SSRI non-responders and remitters was performed using a rostral anterior cingulate region that included the entire perigenual anterior cingulate cortex ( Figure S2 in Supplemental Information). There were no differences in rostral anterior cingulate metabolism between patients remitting to either treatment compared with those failing both treatments.
Some limitations may affect the interpretation of these findings. The P+SSRI non-response group was not intentionally powered and is small. Patients achieving response but not remission at some point during the study (N=6) were excluded from t-tests identifying potential biomarker candidates further decreasing our non-responder sample size (N=9). To ensure detection of a difference that would represent the biology of unambiguous twotreatment nonresponders, we intentionally avoided including patients responding but not remitting. Additionally, we did not group responders with remitters because of the known relationship between residual symptoms and greater likelihood of clinical relapse (52) . Although this decision provides for the most unambiguous biological signal detection, a next-step treatment choice would still need to be made for these patients. While SCC and STS metabolism show consistency across all levels of two-treatment response (Figure 2) , our data do not address a specific strategy for choosing a next-step treatment.
A second limitation concerns the age difference between patients and healthy controls. While the age difference may be a factor in the metabolic differences between patient groups and controls, the lack of correlation between age and either SCC or STS metabolism, indicates that age is unlikely to be driving the identified differences. Age was consistent between P+SSRI non-responder and remitter groups, with SCC results showing a difference between P+SSRI non-responders and healthy controls and no difference between remitters and healthy controls. More importantly, analysis of the control subject data provides some context for understanding the nature of the regional hypermetabolism identified here, but the comparison does not directly influence the interpretation of the biomarker itself for discriminating the two patient groups.
Although the SCC and STS show promise as biomarkers of P+SSRI non-response, replication in additional studies will be necessary before these patterns could be considered reliable for clinical use. Notably, the Phase 2 P+SSRI non-responders were a subset of those patients in the Phase 1 analysis (22) with hyperactivity of the right anterior insula which predicted response to sCIT and failure to CBT (7 of 9, Figure S3 in Supplemental Information). Taken together, a patient presenting with hypermetabolism of the anterior insula in combination with increased activity in the SCC and STS may benefit most from starting treatment with a non-SSRI antidepressant medication or an alternative therapy. This speculation will require explicit testing of alternative antidepressant medications and nonpharmacological treatments now reserved for more treatment-resistant patients. Such studies are a critical next step towards the systematic development of clinical algorithms for antidepressant treatment selection in individual patients.
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